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RIDE REVIEW 2018 H-D STREET 500 AND 750!
This Copy Courtesy Of

“ALWAYS A GOOD READ!”
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HONDA / YAMAHA / KAWASAKI / SUZUKI / DUCATI / POLARIS / SLINGSHOT / CAN-AM / KYMCO

WWW.WHERETHEPOWERIS.COM
WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM

FEATURED EVENTS BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Timonium
Motorcycle
Show

(And Swap Meet)
February
8 - 10 2019
Every foreign and domestic
motorcycle manufacturer available in USA on display! 100’s
of exhibits covering everything
in motorcycling. Huge Custom
and Antique Bike Show, Entertainment and Celebrities ,
After Market and Travel & Tour
Feature Areas, After Party and
a Whole Lot More !
***
NOTE: You may have heard
that the Timonium Motorcycle
Show was canceled for 2019,
and it was. However it has been
taken over by new management
and is on again
***
Still located in the same place
Maryland State Fairgrounds
2200 York Road Timonium,
MARYLAND 21093
Paul (386) 206-5276
events@motorcycleswapmeets.
com

Progressive
International
Motorcycle Show
Washington D.C.
Friday, Feb 8, 2019 3p-7p
Saturday, Feb 9, 2019 10a-8p
Sunday, Feb 10, 2019 10A-5p
Adults $17
Kids - 11years old and under
Free!
Walter E. Washington
Convention Center
801 Mt Vernon Pl NW
Washington, D.C. 20001
www.motorcycleshows.com

See All The Latest Bikes
From All The Major
Motorcycle
Manufacturers!
Ultimate Builder Bike
Show, Demos, Entertainment, Celebrities,
100s of Vendors, Come
visit the Progressive Parlor,
Adventure section, Demo
rides, Vintage bikes, VIP
TOUR plus the KID ZONE
will be back again!
Plus A Whole Lot More!!!

Daytona Bike Week - 2019
Friday, March 8, 2019 - Sunday, March
17, 2019
Taking place throughout Daytona
Beach, Florida the Daytona Bike Week
Motorcycle Rally is one of the biggest
motorcycle events in the country with
over 500,000 motorcycles rolling into
Daytona in the spring for Bike Week.
There is something for everyone
including, old school biker parties,
motorcycle races, concerts, bike
games, people games and more. This is
one Motorcycle Rally you don’t want
to miss.
Daytona Beach FLORIDA
www.daytonachamber.com/bikeweek/
ce/

Toys For Tots 20th Anniversary Ride
Sunday, Nov 4, 2018
9:30a - 2:00p

Escorted Toys for Tots ride to
benefit the Marine Foundation for Toys for Tots. Cost is
a new, unwrapped toy.
Registration will be at
Wal-mart at 2601 George
Washington Memorial Highway , Yorktown, VA. 23693
Ride departs at 11:00 AM
to 6450 George Washington
Memorial Highway .
(757) 871-7599- Katina
Stockbridge or
kmontez1930@gmail.com
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Jam-On Productions Presents
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MAKE A DEAL ON NEW 2019

internationalmotorcycleshow.com

MODELS AT THE SHOW

American Brotherhood Against Totalitarian Enactments
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MID ATLANTIC EVENTS CALENDAR
NOTE: We want to list your event. Please email your complete event information and art work to us at
mjmpublishing2017@gmail.com. Be sure to include event name, location, description, start and end dates
and especially the time if it is not an all day event. Questions? Just email. We are glad to help get it listed!

PENNSYLVANIA

Tuckers Toy Run
Saturday, Nov. 3, 2018
10:00 AM

22nd Annual David Milliken
35th Annual Motorcycle
Derr Jr Toy Run
Toy Run
Saturday, November 3, 2018
Saturday, November 17, 2018
10:00 AM - 12:30 PM KSU 1PM
10:00 AM - 1:00 PM
HOSTED BY: York County Harley-Davidson Owners Assoc.
A group ride from the Sam’s Club
parking lot to the Penn State Hershey
Children’s Hospital to deliver the toys.
Refreshments will be provided at the
Children’s Hospital.

“We will be hosting our annual Tuckers Toy Run to honor Tucker Stuart
who tragically lost his life while riding
Last year we had over 500
his motorcycle.We will also be riding
motorcycles.
in support of our local police and fire
Sign
up
10-12:30 KSU @ 1 PM
departments. We will have a police
There will be an after-party at the
and fire department escorted ride
Tourist Inn in York Pa.
from Tri Boro Sportsman Club in
Sam’s Club parking lot
Northampton to Saint Lukes Pediat2801 E Market St
ric Unit in Bethlehem where we will
York Pa
donate the toys collected. If you would
Email: ychdbrad@gmail.com
like to participate please bring a new
SITE: www.ychdoa.com
unwrapped toy or items we can use
to donate to local animal shelters or
a monetary donation or gift cards of
Veterans Day Lunch
any type to help needy families during
the holiday season or to be donated Sunday, November 11, 2018
11:00 AM to 2:00 PM
to local police and fire departments
HOSTED BY: Susquehanna
. All vehicles welcome to participate.
Anyone interested in coming back to
Valley Harley-Davidson
the club, we will have plenty of basket
Let’s salute our veterans! We will be
raffles, 50/50 and food and drink spe- providing a free lunch to all veterans
cials throughout the day.”
this Veterans Day, WHILE SUPPLIES
Tri-Boro Sportsmen
LAST! Make sure to stop by the deal21st and Canal Street Northampton
ership to enjoy the fellowship of our
PENNSYLVANIA
veteran community and your fellow
18067
riders.
(610) 762-5010 - Rick
Lunch free to all veterans. Small
rnauman1968@yahoo.com
donation requested from all others is
www.facebook.com/
appreciated.
events/1944230852508181/
6300 Allentown Blvd Harrisburg
PENNSYLVANIA 17112
Phone 7178101993
- Lois Contact
Email
marketing@svhd.com
WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM

HOSTED BY: Lehigh Valley
A.B.A.T.E.
Toy Run to benefit the Volunteers of
America Children’s Center and Turning Point Family Shelter. Coffee and
Pastries provided. No stuffed toys
please. Parade leaves at noon. Santa
leads the way on his motorcycle. As
always, the Saturday before Thanksgiving.
Beginning Location: Dorney Park to
VOA Children’s Center
3830 Dorney Park Rd. Allentown
PENNSYLVANIA 18104
Contact Phone (610) 536-2353 - Joe

31st Annual Harrisburg Fall Motorcycle Swap Meet & Show
Sunday, November 18, 2018 from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Hosted By: Jam-On Productions
Pennsylvania farm show complex : 2300 N Cameron st Harrisburg PA 17110

Everyone From Jam-On Productions Would like to give Our thanks for all your support over the last THIRTY PLUS
years ...WE COULD NOT OF MADE IT THIS FAR WITHOUT YOU !!!
Help make the 31st Anniversary show the biggest and best yet, spread the word, tell someone about the show, forward
this to a friend, post it on your social media, print out a flyer and thumb tacking it in your favorite biker friendly bar
Are you looking for that hard to find cycle part ? Not only do long time professional vendors come out but we also have
many enthusiasts that have never sold a single item on the internet ... we fill a 70,000 square foot building full to the gills
and its almost guaranteed you will find that part you been looking for or find someone who knows where it is From
COMPLETE BIKES TO VINTAGE NUTS AND BOLTS
Have a garage/barn full of unwanted cycle stuff ? Thousands come out to the show looking for the parts you have collecting dust and with one of the cheapest vendor spaces you cant lose ...if it doesn’t sell by 3pm you can put it in the no
reserve auction that has no seller fees !! This means if it sells for $5 that $5 goes right in your hand
Your Sweet bike wants to win a trophy so you can brag it up?
Classes for ALL Motorcycles and is a FREE SIGN UP to enter the Show !
Maybe you just like to ride or drink COLD BEER with fellow bike enthusiasts ?
Cold beer on site & plenty of like minded people to enjoy it with
Special Guest PAUL PLUMMER Top Fuel Nationals Dirt Drag Champion available for autographs and Photos

HARLEY DAVIDSON of Susquehanna Will be Filling 4000 square feet of booth space with New
Bikes, Take off Parts, & Apparel ...at Discount Show Special Pricing
$300 door prize (must be present to win) we draw til there is a winner at 3pm ! !
Admission 9am-5pm $15
Early Bird 8am-5pm $20
kids under 15 are free ..we encourage you to bring the youngins and raise them up right ...this is kid friendly environment with clowns and face painting
Vendor spaces are 10’x10’
$30 for used parts only, $35 for mix new & used parts, $50 commercial,add extra $10 for end caps..1st vendor space gets
two people in then 2nd spot gets one additional person and so on
table rental :$10
Vendor set up is sat 2pm-9pm and sun 5am-9am early bird
buyers start coming in at 8am strongly encouraged to be
set up by then
Questions or just wanna talk bikes please call 386-2065276
Thanks Again And See You There !
www.motorcycleswapmeets.com
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PENNSYLVANIA
6th Annual Winter Bike Show
Sunday, December 9, 2018 from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Motorcycle Show-All makes/models welcome. Swap Meet.
Vendors. Music by DJ Hammer.
Find us on Facebook at ‘https:www.facebook.com/southsidemotorcycleclub/
Merchants Square Mall-Off of Lehigh St., behind Queen
City Diner. 1901 S. 12th St. Allentown, PA 18103
(610) 972-2774 - Fred(Pack Rat)
medozindirt@rcn.com

Cycle Gear Bike Night
Nov 22nd, 2018
717. 773. 4324

cs@cyclegear.com
blog.cyclegear.com/events/
3462 Paxton Street Harrisburg, PA
Come out and join the Cycle Gear in Harrisburg for some
great food, refreshments, vendors and raffles! Our 2018
event in Harrisburg is family-friendly and just an allaround great time.
For full information about the event, please visit blog.
cyclegear.com/events/ and find the date/area listed.
cs@cyclegear.com
blog.cyclegear.com/events/

MARYLAND

WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM

Veteran's Day Ride to Arlington Cemetery
Sunday, November 11, 2018 7:30 AM
Join us for our annual ride to Arlington Cemetery on Veteran's Day. Coffee and donuts
7:30 am. KSU 8:00 am as we ride to Arlington,
park and attend the ceremony at the amphitheater. NOTE: You cannot walk to the ceremony at the amphitheater, you must ride one
of the free shuttles. Parking and admission
are free. 10:30 am concert. 11:00 am Wreath
ceremony. 11:05 am Observance. Visitors pass
through metal detector. YOU KNOW THE
DRILL, BE PREPARED. Ceremony ends at
12pm. Rain or Shine.
DISTRICT Cycles
7830 Airpark Road Gaithersburg MD 20879
(301) 948-4581

e

EVENTS CALENDAR
MARYLAND
Toys for Tots Motorcycle Parade
Saturday, Nov 17, 2018
9:00 A - 11:00 A
American Legion Riders
Motorcycle parade from Post
175 in Severna Park to Glen
Burnie Post 40. It will be escorted. $15 per person + one
unwrapped unused toy. Music
and food at the destination.
POST 175. 832 Manhattan
Beach Road, Severna Park,
MD 21146 to 500 5th Ave SE,
Glen Burnie MD.
Contact Alriders175@gmail.
com
29th Annual East Coast Indoor
Nationals
Saturday, December 1, 2018
The Largest Indoor All American Car And Custom Motorcycle Show On The East Coast.
300 Of The Finest Rods, Customs, Muscle Cars, Antiques,
Pro-Street, Nostalgia Drag
Cars and Custom Motorcycles.
Cars And Trucks Pre-1975 And
Custom Motorcycles Any Year.
Large Vendor Area, Free Parking, DJ, 50/50 and more.
Timonium Fairgrounds 2200
York Rd, Timonium, MD 21093
(717) 269-2625 swish@eastcoastindoornats.com

MID-SHORE CHAPTER
Toy Ride/Toy Drive
ABATE OF MD
Sat, December 8, 2018 9:30 AM
ANNUAL TOY RUN
Toy drive for kids at Holy Cross
(DELIVERING TO 2
Hospital pediatric clinic in
CHARITIES THIS YEAR!)
Aspen Hill. Please bring a new,
unwrapped toy or book to put 10:30AM SUNDAY DEC 9 2018
@ WAWA RT 50 EASTON
in the big box in the showKSU 11:00
room. On December 8th the
11:15 WIDOWS OF
Black Jacket Cruizers will lead
WARRIORS
the ride to distribute the toys.
29532 CANVASBACK DRIVE
Everyone is welcome on the
#7 IN EASTON
ride. Gather at 9:30 am, kick11:45 KSU
stands up at 10:00 am.
12:15 FIRST CHURCH OF
District Cycles
GOD
7830 Airpark Road Gaithers101 BLOOMINGDALE AVE,
burg
FEDERALSBURG, MD
MD 20879 (301) 948-4581
LUNCH AND FELLOWSHIP
AFTERWARD
Salvation Army Toy Run
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS:
Sat, Dec 15, 2018 12:00 PM
MARION 410-829-2321
The purpose of the Toy Run
KEN 410-924-3374
is to ensure every child has a
TOYS CAN ALSO BE DONATMERRY CHRISTMAS. This
ED AT THE ABATE CHRISTis an excellent opportunity
MAS PARTY DEC 7 8:00PM
to make a difference in the
AT VFW EASTON
community by helping put a
smile back on some of those
faces that would otherwise be
without a gift this Christmas.
Suggested donation $15 for
single rider & $25 for double,
or bring a toy. Toy box will be
placed at Old Glory HD on
11/3/2018. Bring unwrapped
toy for ages 0-13 years of age.
Old Glory Harley-Davidson
11800 Laurel Bowie Rd, Laurel MD 20708
combatcam1stcam@yahoo.
com
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DELAWARE - continued

Ride your bike on the Right Tracks !
It’s Safer and More FUN than you can imagine !

photos by Speed of Life Photography

From street rider to racer, our programs and friendly
coaches will teach you how to handle the curves !
Have FUN at the track day, improve your skills with
hours of instruction and quality track time !
We proudly conduct our track days and schools at
Summit Point Motorsports Park in WV, NCBIKE in
Garysburg NC, and at Pitt Race in Wampum PA!

Learn to be a racer ! Take our Road Racing School !
Accredited by CCS, WERA, AHRMA

Check the website for Holiday
Gift Certificates in December!

Learn to ride smooth, safe and fast !

Go to MotorcycleXcitement.com
Roger Lyle 301-933-2599
WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM

ABATE of Delaware New Castle County Chapter's
38th Annual Bobby Hall/Larry Fisher Memorial
Toy Run
All Bikes and Vehicles are Welcome!!
November 3, 2018
Rain Date November 10, 2018
Registration: 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM
At Banning Park off of Maryland Ave
$15.00 per Person or a Toy of Equal Value
Please, no Stuffed Animals
Newark Moose Lodge 630
2046 Telegraph Rd Wilmington, DE. 19808
Will host the After Party with Food and Drink
Specials and 50/50's
Run Info Contact: Donnie Gibbons 302-3457878
Proceeds to Benefit: Exceptional Care for Children
For more information about ECC go to www.
exceptionalcare.org or call 302-894-1001
PASTA BOWL
RIDE, AUCTION & PASTA DINNER
NOV 3RD 2018 4PM
***RIDE STARTS AT 2PM!***
50/50...BAKE SALE...MORE
FIRST RESPONDERS & MILITARY WITH ID
$10.00, KIDS UNDER 10 $5.00!
DONATE A NEW PAIR OF SOCKS & GET $2.00
OFF ADMISSION!
PROCEEDS BENEFIT
VFW POST 475
100 VETERANS DRIVE
NEWARK, DE 19711
SANTA SATURDAY & UGLY SWEATER DAY
Dec 8 All Day
ROMMEL H-D SMYRNA
Check their events calendar for updates

DELAWARE - cont.
HOPE FOR HEROS
SCAVENGER HUNT RUN
SAT NOV 10 2018
MEET AT THE GREEN STINGER,
235 STADIUM ST, SMYRNA, DE
KSU @ 1PM THEN RIDE TO THE
GREEN STINGER (IN WOODSIDE).
492 WALNUT SHADE RD,
DOVER,DE19901
RIDE ENDS UP AT VFW
IN MILFORD. DE
77 VETERANS CIRCLE 19963

11/3 Mission #1 - 4th Annual
Delaware Veterans Parade
DELAWARE PATRIOT GUARD
SAT NOV 3RD 8:01AM
The Delaware General
Assembly, the Delaware
Department of State, the
Delaware Commission on
Veterans Affairs, the Delaware Heritage Commission,
Dover Air Force Base, and the
City of Dover will honor Delaware Women Veterans with
this year’s veterans parade.
The parade will begin at
10:00 A.M. winding through
downtown Dover ending at
the site of the dedication
ceremony. Following the
parade, the Women’s Military Service Monument will
be dedicated at noon on the
Northwest corner of Legislative Hall. The 4th Annual
Delaware Veterans Parade
This year’s theme: Honoring
the service and sacrifice of
those Delaware Women who
have served their country.
Registration & Line-up at the
Duncan Center At the corner

of W. Loockerman & Slaughter Streets Parade Begins
– 10:00 A.M. Staging - Central 0800 hrs - Dover Home
Depot parking lot (NB Rt 13)
801 N Dupont Hwy Dover DE
19901 KSU - 0845 Hrs
Iron horses preferred, cages
always welcome.
Dress to Impress. In the case
of inclement weather, look
for info posted and /or call
the Parade's Hotline at 302
744 4114.

OFF SEASONS PROJECT
SEMINAR
A-Z CYCLES
1472 E Lebanon Rd
Dover, Delaware 19901
This will be our final seminar
of the year! Join us as we wrap
up this seasons past discussions - including top repairs,
modifications and services to
consider having done during
the off season to prepare for
next years riding season! This
event will kick off the start
of our 'winter work' season
so make sure you get on our
schedule!

VIRGINIA
Teddy Bear Run for Children’s
Hospital

Nov 3rd, 2018
Registration will start at 9:00am at
Richmond Harley, 12200 Harley Club
Dr. Ashland, VA 23005
The police-escorted ride leaving for
Children’s Hospital departs at 2pm.
The 36th Annual Teddy Bear Run
flyer is at http://blueknightsvaiii.org/
tbr2018.pdf
www.blueknightsvaiii.org/events.htm

Officer Marion Jones
Benefit Ride
Sat, Nov 3, 2018 11:00a
Officer Marion Jones is a
member of the Harrisonburg
Police Department and active
USMC Serviceman who was
recently diagnosed with cancer - all proceeds go directly
to benefit Officer Jones and
his family
Registration starts at 11, Ride
starts at 12.
Start location now: City Hall
Parking Lot - 409 South Main
Street, Harrisonburg, VA $20
per bike
Email: jacob.shifflett@harrisonburgva.gov
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VIRGINIA - cont.
Toys For Tots 20th Anniversary Ride
Sun, November 4, 2018 9:30 AM 2:00 PM
Hampton Roads Harley-Davidson
Escorted Toys for Tots ride to benefit
the Marine Foundation for Toys for
Tots. Cost is a new, unwrapped toy.
Registration at Wal-mart at 2601
George Washington Memorial Highway , Yorktown, VA. 23693 Escorted
ride departs at 11:00 AM to 6450
George Washington Memorial Highway .
Phone: (757) 871-7599 Katina or
kmontez1930@gmail.com

The Fredericksburg Fallen Heroes are sponsoring our 2nd
Annual "Honor Our Veterans"
Ride on Sunday November
11th. 8AM
Support our Veterans who
dedicated themselves to honor, protect and serve our country for the freedoms we have
today.
Meet at Old Dominion Harley
Davidson at 5224 Jefferson
Davis Highway Fredericksburg
22408 at 8:00 a.m.
KSU will be between 9:00a.m. escorted through parts of
Spotsylvania and downtown
Fredericksburg. The ride will
pass the "Our Fallen Heroes"
memorial. Parking in the public lot across from the old free
lance star building.
EndS at the "Our Fallen Heroes" memorial
ceremony that starts at
11:00 a.m.
Please make this ride
& show our Veterans
locally that we support
there continuous bravery and dedication to
protect our country.
Email: fredfallenheroes@gmail.com
There is no cost to
register for this event.
If you wish to make a
donation to the Fredericksburg Fallen Heroes
we thank you in advance.

WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM

WEST VIRGINIA
Capitol City H.O.G. Toy Run
Sat, December 1, 2018
11:00 AM - 6:30 PM
Helping those less fortunate
have a Merry Christmas
Harley-Davidson of West
Virginia
4924 MacCorkle Ave. SW
South Charleston
WEST VIRGINIA
(304) 768-1600
www.wvharley.com
Santa Visits Triple S H-D
Sat December 8, 2018
11:00 AM to 4:00 PM
Come and have your picture
taken with Santa on a Harley.
Kids, pets, couples, families,
everyone is welcome!
Triple S Harley-Davidson®
7300 Willie G Ave
Morgantown,
WEST VIRGINIA
26501
www.triplesharley-davidson.
com/
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WHEELS IN MOTION
"Wheels in Motion" is our segment of News, Rumor, and Comment.
Openings and closings, births and deaths, hirings and firings, good news and sad tidings ... if it's of interest to riders in
DelMarVa, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, and D.C. please tell us so we can tell everyone!
Send your news, info, newsletter or calendar event to:
mjmpublishing2017@gmail.com or by mail to MJM Publishing, LLC 719 Tomahawk Lane, Felton, De 19943
We reserve the right to refuse publication of any submission.

the norm, it is expected the case
will go to appeal.
The driver’s lawyer says they
believe that his client had done
everything to avoid the accident.
However, the basis of the
judge’s ruling is the finding that
when the car struck Hayden it
It has been over a year since
we reported the death of Nicky was traveling close to 70 km/h
Hayden. He was hit by a car near in a 50 km/h zone, and that if it
been traveling slower, the driver
the Misano circuit, while training on his bicycle. The legal pro- may have been able to comceedings in Italy have just been pletely avoid the accident, even
though Hayden ran his stop sign.
slowly working along.
So, there are actually two cases The judge’s papers are expected
to reveal his reasoning for the
before the Italian courts. The
ruling within the 90 days’ time.
criminal proceedings for the
driver of the car who struck and Meanwhile, the Hayden family
killed Hayden; and a civil suit by continues to pursue a $6 million
civil suit against the driver, the
the Hayden family against the
maximum covered by the Italian
car’s driver.
insurance policy.
So, the criminal proceedings of
(Photo and information from
the case have been completed
various web sources)
and the Italian court found the
driver of the car guilty of homirevzilla’s Common Tread Digest
cide.
But, as is customary, he was giv- shared this semi expected news
with us.
en only a suspended sentence
The venerable Kawasaki KLR650
of one year in prison, the lost of
is finally being put out to pasture.
their driving license, and has to The KLR had an impressive run at
pay the costs of the court. As is 32 model years. When it rolled out,

the KLR was a modern design with
similar contemporaries like the Suzuki DR650 and Honda XR650L.
The KLR was simple, reliable,
affordable, and offered lots of motorcycle per dollar. And of course,
it’s been on sales floors forever.
However, as time has worn on, the
KLR has moved from “competent”
to “a good value” to “a little long in
the tooth” to our current situation:
somewhere between “not worth it”
and “pig.” In 2018, for instance, a
432-pound single is almost unthinkably heavy. It’s not so much
that the KLR stopped being a good
bike, it’s just that much younger
designs were offering more power
and less weight for similar money.
I wonder what Kawasaki will replace it with?
For the complete story, search for
www.revzilla.com/common-tread/
the-klrs-long-run-is-over
This crossed my desk, I found it
interesting... “We offer the most
customization features to build
your Leathers. You can create
Custom Leather, tailored, quickly
and easily, by selecting the options. If you do not find a required
feature, ask for it and we will try to
accommodate your request. Although there are some exceptions,
we can create almost anything you
want.” -continued next page13

WHEELS IN MOTION
- continued -

Leathers - continued Motorcycle race, the matter of competition and recreation on roads, tracks,
closed circuits, and natural terrain. It
also demands the rider’s comfort and
safety at best. Only Made 2 Measure
Motorcycle Leather Suit delivers comfort with safety possible, together.
Go to : www.leathercollection.com
About the Progressive Motorcycle Shows... “Discover the
nation’s largest line-up of inspiring
custom machines on the Progressive® International Motorcycle
Shows® Tour. The J&P Cycles
Ultimate Builder Custom Bike
Show (UBCBS) showcases more
than 300 professional and amateur builds; cultivating the custom scene and offering builders
a chance at more than $100,000
in cash and prizes.” AND...” Still
mastering your craft? Spending
late nights bending metal in your
garage? This competition is for
you too! Come share your craftsmanship with local enthusiasts at
IMS.”

I’ve included this item because
many of us use the social platforms everyday in our work and
private lives.
Zuckerberg hires former UK Deputy PM Nick Clegg to key Facebook
role.
Clegg, the former head of the Liberal Democrats who was deputy to
David Cameron during the Conservative-led coalition between 2010
and 2015, will move to San Francisco as Facebook’s new head of
global affairs and communications.
Clegg was given a knighthood in
2018, after losing his parliamenWWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM

tary seat the previous year. Clegg
has openly expressed support for
personal responsibility in society
and in forums and has even said
(sic) “privacy is integral to a free,
fair and open society”. Zuckerberg
Has often been criticized lately for
maintaining a closed power circle,
thus hampering reactive platform
social growth to trends. It remains
to be seen what Clegg may do
about things like personal responsibility on Facebook; which has
been under some small scrutiny
for an apparent lack of personal
responsibility. Hmmm...interesting
indeed.

Love him or Hate him, at a rally on Oct 15 President Trump
revealed plans to go ahead with
the E-15 fuels.
Firstly, E10 costs outweigh the
benefits, hence the subsidies and
programs We-The-People are
forced into. We pay more to use a
fuel that produces 28% less energy. It causes many fuel related
repairs and problems in vehicles
older than model year 2001. It
costs more at the pump too.
E15 is another 33% - of this food
for fuel government program. Logic dictates your fuel consumption,
repair, maintenance costs and of
course your overall vehicle costs
will rise accordingly. All in order to
increase subsidies feeding a huge
government program that turns
good clean healthy food for people
into questionable and detrimental
food for machines. I’m no genius,
but I’ve seen plenty of commercials for starving children the world
over, but never one for a starving
machine.

Ok. I’m stopping now. I’m going
out to the shop to hug my 1982
Goldwing right on it’s glorious carburetors.
I had a conversation with Ryan
Thomas now of Tecopa, Nevada
but originally from Maryland...
Ryan wants to get the word out
the campground and other amenities have all been revitalized
and as a result the population is
growing again during their season
which is October through April.
Now is the time to begin planning
yearly vacations there, although
some end up moving there!
Search Tecopa on the net for
more. The hot springs are calling
you!
Zero Motorcycles sent me a
teaser. Ok, I’m teased. When do
I get to test one?
The 2019 DSR takes on a bit
more Adventure Style with some
new accessories, Including hand
guards and a 12V accessory socket. The S and DS Z now have 35%
more horsepower & a higher top
speed. Still about 96 lbs. Lighter
than fueled motorcycles. Plus they
use the same battery tech as the
R models. 10% more capacity, so
the S can now go about 223 miles
city/112 miles highway. Biggest
news is the new backwards compatible batteries to upgrade your
2015 or newer S, SR, DS or DSR.
add up to 85 miles of range in
an hour with the new Zero aftermarket 6kW Charge Tank. On the
2019 models there is now a “Long
Term Storage Mode to automatically optimize the battery’s stateof-charge during extended periods
of inactivity and further improve
long-term battery health.”
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2018 HARLEY DAVIDSON STREET 500 AND STREET 750
I’ve been intrigued by these two Harley models
since they debuted in 2014. Small, powerful, light,
quick, all the fun adjectives come readily to mind when
I view these bikes. Through the years I’ve nearly always owned a small displacement, hop on it and go,
sort of bike in addition to whatever else is clogging up
my garage. Usually it was an XS650 Yamaha or a Honda Hawk - this six speed “T” model with the ComStars,
Disc brakes and rear spoiler cowling and plastic front
fender ala CB750 F not the chrome fendered cruisers. I mention this only because it helps
visualize my riding preferences. My XS650’s always got the 400F handlebars, shortened
cables and hoses, headers, carbs, ignitions, coils, wires, sprockets, good tires and brakes,
bronze swing arm bushings and perhaps an after market cam or two found their way inside
some of them along with pistons and valves and some mild Dremmel tool action in the head.
Progressive Suspension was my preferred modification to the front and rear pogo sticks they
were supplied with when new. This routine has repeated itself so many times on so many
motorcycles it’s just become a given for me to do it to whatever bike I’m riding. So, you see I
prefer a bike with the performance to stop, go and turn rapidly.
These two Harley’s caught my eye right off because they profile like the legendary
XR750 and 1000’s of days gone by. I should
mention that for me the “look” of a bike is important too. And they looked “right” to my eye.
This caused my mild wonderment about performance.
So I resolved to find out. A quick phone
call to Russ at Old Glory Harley Davisdon in
Laurel, Maryland soon had me set up with
Katey for an appointment to test drive them
back to back. So I did. Katey started me off
with the 2018 Street 500. It was Black on
Black on Black. As I approached it, I was immediately struck by how small it is. It’s not minicycle small of course, but I could just throw a leg right over it. The seat height is only about
28 inches and it’s a little bit more narrow than I expected too. That’s good, because you’re
not splayed out while riding. I was naturally tucked in and ready as I rolled away, plus this
makes it easier when stopping, by not having to stretch your legs around to touch down.
The controls are all pretty much in the usual places and easy enough to operate. I will
mention the clutch was easy to operate and very smooth on engagement. The transmission
shifted like the proverbial hot knife through softened butter too.
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STREET 500 AND 750 - Continued
It’s a six speed and fully synchronized to boot.
The engine itself is a bit noisier than I expected - in a mechanical way - but only at idle.
Immediately, once underway you won’t hear or practically even feel it either! This motor is
almost electric smooth. It started instantly and it’s fuel injected, 10.5:1 compression ratio of
494 cc’s is quite a willing little power plant. It makes almost 30 ft-lbs of torque at only 3500
rpm. This means it’s not running hard to keep up and is more comfortable for you. Weighing
in at only 514 lbs ready to ride it does feel eager also.
The suspension and brakes were superb too. Even to my own
worn and jaded sensors this little bike rode with sophistication
and stopped with authority when asked to. I guess the term
“Custom Tuned Suspension” really does apply. The roads we
were on are a patchwork of quickie repairs. You know what I
mean, every patch is a different color of fade and a different concave shape with each having it’s own raised lip in order to jostle
you as much as possible in that moment. The little Harley pretty
much soaked them all up without wiggling or bouncing.
When we returned to Old Glory Harley Davidson I cast a critical eye on the bike out there in the bright sunshine as I took the photos. I must say, the fit
and finish is fully up to Harley Davidson standards. I know I must sound like I’m gushing and
maybe I Am...but it’s been a while since I’ve had to look this hard to find something I dislike
about a bike! I mean I just liked it. So naturally I couldn’t wait to ride the 750, more of a good
thing and all that!
So I didn’t wait. Katey had me fixed
up all over again in no time and we took off
again. As I followed her out of the parking lot
the difference was amazing. The 2018 Harley
Davidson Street 750 was positively chomping
at the bit! I felt more like I was holding it back
than like I was making it go. All this stands to
reason because it’s a very similar bike, if not
the same bike with a bigger set of pistons in
it. Or maybe the 500 just has smaller ones.
Anyway, the seat height and weight, wheel
base, footpegs, controls, everything was the same as far as I could tell.
Except that engine. 43.5 ft-lbs of torque at 4000 rpms with an 11:1 compression ratio and a bigger fuel injection setup made itself known anytime you wanted it to. The power
delivery in both bikes is broad and smooth. Use first to just get rolling, then short shift up to
whatever speed you want to ride at. 6th is best for highway travel of course, but there is no
problem matching any gear to a speed. The 750 just pulls it on through.
We used the same test route for both bikes, and it has some nice curves at different
speeds and I had actual fun trying to lean these bikes as far as I could until my own internal
sensors warned me not to crash a test bike! - continued next page 17

STREET 500 AND 750 - Continued
Yes, they even the performance to stop, go, turn rapidly and generally handle well
enough for a seasoned rider like me to have fun with them.
That’s important in not so obvious ways though. If an inexperienced rider has a reason
to swerve around something or just makes a mistake of some sort, it will be much easier to
recover the bike’s composure and resume the ride than on some other bigger and heavier
bikes. Or some that simply just do not handle this well.
Finally, the 2018 Street 500 is advertised at 64 mpg and has a 3.5 gallon fuel tank. 224
miles of fun for about $11.00 or less is good enough, but you can buy this bike for less than
$7000 and add T&T.
The 2018 Street 750 returns 55 mpg from the same 3.5gallon tank for a range of about
192 miles for the same cost, but it’s way more fun and you might not even get that much
mpg unless you try to on purpose. I wouldn’t, but hey. It’s still fabulous mileage. Even better,
the one I rode, including Two Tone paint, ABS and a Factory Security System will go home
with you for only $9194.00 plus T&T!
There it is. Two really fun little bikes that are actual Harley Davidson’s you can afford,
can buy gas for, can insure and can ride anywhere there is a road and have actual fun on.
Great bikes that are very affordable. Perhaps the topping to this whole deal is being able to
say you have and ride your own Harley Davidson.
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A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO
Katey O’Donnell, Russ,
Mike and the staff at
OLD GLORY
HARLEY DAVIDSON!
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ROLLING PHYSICS PROBLEM
OH DEER
Commentary by GREG SHAMIEH
As a Motorcyclist, I think of myself as an outdoorsman.
I spend a lot of time immersed in the bounty Mother Nature provides – from my local green farm
valley laced with meandering streams, to the peaks that run the entire length of the Blue Ridge, to my
favorite Southwestern deserts, each with their own color-keyed identity.
And as an outdoorsman, one comes to understand that everything in nature is connected and exists in
sometimes perilous balance.
This year, outdoorsman all up and down the East Coast of this country – from the Carolinas, though
the Mid-Atlantic, out into the Mountains of West Virginia and Pennsylvania through most of New
York and New England – have seen rainfall amounts and intensities unlike any in memory, and unlike
any in formal meteorological records. Apart from the sheer damage those rains have caused – my
local stream valleys have been completely transformed – new banks, new channels, new islands and
thousands upon thousands of trees taken down – there’s the undeniable impact of all that extra water.
All the rain, and hence, all the water, has made its presence felt up and down the entire length of the
ecosystem. It’s like the entire environment has taken a weird little trip to the Hobbit-hang of Middle
Earth. Areas that were dirt, have mushrooms. Large shaded areas that had grass now have moss.
Everything else has levels of vegetation that looks like the depths of the rainforest. Sightlines on
motorcycle-friendly winding country roads have been cut dramatically. Grass grows too fast. Tree
trimming outfits in my area have been making a killing trying to reveal my neighbor’s houses that
have been completely overgrown in a single season.
But there’s one more thing.
All that vegetation – if you happen, for example, to be a deer – is an abundance of food beyond
comprehension. And where the connectedness-of-all-things thing comes home to roost is that all that
rain has had the effect of helping to create a bigger deer population than anyone I know has ever seen.
My interest in the web of deer, however is far from theoretical or academic. It’s personal.
Seems that some friends of mine, and some friends of friends of mine have been experiencing suboptimal motorcyclist/deer interaction, and I don’t want you to be next.
And we’re not talking about inexperienced, hormone-addled speed-rage freaks. We’re talking about
experienced, hyper-skilled, million mile kinda guys. If the hooved menace can take these riders out,
what kind of chances do mere mortals like you and me have?
It was back at the end of August that one of the antlered vermin killed longtime fan favorite Superbike
Racing announcer Brian Drebber as he rode through the Georgia woods headed to catch a flight out
of Atlanta Hartsfield in the early morning hours -- the deer apparently leaping from a bank above the
road and striking Brian from behind. That’s right – he didn’t hit the deer, the deer hit him.
I have a friend I jokingly refer to as ‘Bike-Crazy Uncle Joe’ – a former racer, motorcycle collector of
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- CONTINUED impeccable taste, moto-horsetrader extraordinaire, and all-rounder liver of life in the saddle. Joe
lives in the mountains in very rural country about an hour West of here, and had another unfortunate
hoofy encounter, with a good sized buck sprinting out of the roadside trees less than a half second’s
travel from the point of impact. For most mortals that’s about a ¼ faster than a skilled rider can
forcefully brake. Joe, fortunately, is either too tough or too cussed to check out that easily, and so
he’s still with us. He does, though, now have more new cool titanium hardware and fasteners than a
brand new Honda MotoGP bike. All things considered, if you’re into that kind of hardware, though,
it would have been a lot easier, and probably cheaper, to have bought the racebike.
I live in an agricultural area that is definitely deep deer country. The morning after Thanksgiving,
when our local deer season opens, the valley that stretches out away from the house here sounds like
the Battle of The Somme. I encounter deer often enough when riding here that I’ve been able to learn
a thing or two about them.
Rule one is focus. Unlike the evening Sweet Doris from Baltimore and I were out riding in our truck,
conversing and enjoying each other’s company.
“…deer…”
“Yes, Dear?”
“…DEER!”
“Yes, Dear?”
“Freaking Bambi!”
Duh.
If I’d been focusing on the road instead of my favorite cutie, I’d have been able to start braking a full
two and a half seconds sooner than I eventually did. Fortunately this time it was enough, but we’d
been lucky.
Also important is the time of day. Just around dawn and just around dusk are deer movement
times, and the changing light can make picking up the low contrast critters against earth tones more
challenging than usual. Nighttime, especially in late summer and fall, can present further challenges.
Motorcycle lighting upgrades can help you see them sooner.
Understanding and observing your surroundings plays a part, too. Deer have preferences, and those
are to take advantage of natural cover whenever they’re on the move. Deer will follow stream beds,
the bottoms of valleys, and move along treelines, especially in farm country where these tree breaks
are the boundaries between pastures or neighbors. Corn, especially in late summer, is a particular
hazard. Mature corn stalks can mask any number of animals mere feet from where you might be
riding.
One night in late July I was out for an evening ride on my Toaster Tank, cutting down Poole Road
-- a single laner here in Jefferson -- with a good seven feet of corn growing right up to the edge of
either side of the road. I just got a spooky feeling, coasted to a stop and pulled out the ignition pin.
After a few seconds went by, ten to twelve bucks slowly walked out of the corn on the right side of
the road, checked me out, and then walked – at a leisurely pace – back into the corn on the left side
of the road. I was a little flipped out – they’d been less than 10 feet away and I’d never seen even a
hint that they were there. How I somehow knew, well…..
Deer are group critters, too. If there’s one, there’s more than likely three. Or Seven. Or in the case
of one fall ride home from work across Jefferson’s Fry Road as I came across the O. Clayton Smith
Farm, - continued on page 30 21

If Motorcycles Were Dogs
The title seems a little strange, I know, but this one is like the truism: “If I
have to explain, you won’t understand.” The idea is going to be closer to
your heart than you might think—that is, if you are a biker or a dog lover, or
both, like me.
First, let’s lay out what I think is a fact of life. How can anyone live, I mean
really live, without riding a motorcycle? Yes, you can exist, survive, be a
consumer, go from cradle to grave without ever throwing a leg over a motorcycle. My personal experience
has revealed that you will not experience life, freedom, and self-reliance with the same in-your-face reality
as riding provides. You might be connected in a 4G LTE social-networking, four-bars virtual way, but when
the LI-ON battery is drained, where have you been that you will remember in life’s rocking chair? Virtually
nowhere, plugged in, connected and absent all at the same time. It is today’s version of “turned-on, tuned-in
and dropped-out.” No thanks!
So what if motorcycles were dogs? To start, let’s understand how motorcycles are not dogs. Bikes will sleep
in your garage virtually forever without ever needing to go out. They don’t need food or water. In a sense,
they never die. Left unused they will just fade away. You can walk by your bike everyday and it will never
acknowledge your existence. Yet if you choose to key it to life, they will growl and run, as long as you tend to
the battery. If you have had dogs in your life, you know they demand a lot more attention than a parked bike.
When you return home, they will put on a show filled with love and expectation of love, and maybe cookies
in return. They require regular feeding and if you don’t take them outside on a very regular basis, you will
be reminded in an unpleasant way. While you may walk past your own dog with little more than a following
glance or sniff, strangers will receive a growl or a bark or a warning worth noticing. Sadly, dogs do die; this
is one of the more painful realities that teaches you to pay attention to them while God graces you with their
companionship. If you don’t know the pain of laying a good dog to rest, consider that having your bike stolen
from under you at highway speed won’t even come close. Loosing a good dog is road rash on your soul; it
heals, with time, yet while the pain fades it is not ever forgotten. Yes, I love my dogs—two lay near me as
I write this—and my bikes. If you asked me to choose between them, I would know for sure that you were
either insane or from the government. In either case, you would not like my answer.
So what if motorcycles were dogs, or at least like them? Well, on rainy days, they would pester you nonstop:
“Hey, I am here, bored silly and I want your attention!” They would communicate in no uncertain terms
that they want you to pet them, pander to them, love them, and assure them that the storm will pass and
tomorrow the sun will shine again. They would in return remind you that indeed these dark skies will pass
and tomorrow will be a new day filled with the possibilities of new adventures. Dogs want you to walk them,
take them out to explore the world, to see the sights and smell the scents of life beyond the front yard. When
you head for the door, they follow you in anticipation and unending hope. Dogs live in the now, there is no
tomorrow, no maybe next time, no fear. They just are in the here and now and want you with them, and want
to be with you more than words can express; yet tails will tell.
So imagine for a moment that that motorcycle parked in your autumn garage was your good and faithful
dog? What would it communicate to you? Yes, it is cooler outside and the skies are gray, but let’s go and
play. It would gently nudge you to get up off your butt and live. It would drop its keys in your lap and pace
back and forth from you to the door with a grin on its face and a twinkle in its eye. It would love you. So what
are you waiting for? Don’t let that bike fade away—ride while God graces you with a bike for a companion
and the ability to ride. That rocking chair is closer than you think!
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KATHY CAPP’S CRAN
BERRY
CA
SS
ER
O
LE
3 cups chopped apples
2 cups fresh cranberries
1/2 cup plus 2 tablespo
ons all purpose flour
1 cup sugar
Butter-flavored cookin
g spray
3 (1 5 ⁄8 ounce) packag
es instant oatmeal (map
le and brown sugar flav
or cinnamon roll)
or
3 ⁄4 cup chopped peca
ns
1 ⁄2 cup firmly packed
brown sugar
1 ⁄2 cup melted butter
Pecan halves (optiona
l garnish)
Preheat oven to 350º F.

KATHY CAPP’S CRANBERRY
CASSEROLE -continuedIn a large mixing bowl, combine the apples, cranberries, and 2
tablespoons of the flour; toss well to coat. Add sugar and mix well.
Transfer into a 2-quart casserole that has been lightly greased with
cooking spray.
In a large mixing bowl, combine the remaining 1 ⁄2 cup of flour, oatmeal,
chopped pecans, brown sugar, and melted butter and stir well. Spoon the
mixture on top of the fruit. Bake uncovered for 45 minutes. If you want,
you can garnish with pecan halves.
Makes 6–8 servings.

T

Column copyright Bill Hufnagle 2018. Recipe reprinted with permission from “Biker Billy’s Roadhouse Cookbook”,
published by The Globe Pequot Press, P.O. Box 480, Guilford, CT 06437 Copyright © 2009 by Bill Hufnagle
Surf Biker Billy at - http://www.bikerbilly.com
Watch Biker Billy on You Tube at - http://www.youtube.com/user/BBCWF
Follow Biker Billy on Twitter at - http://www.twitter.com/Biker_Billy
Join Biker Billy on Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/BikerBillyCooksWithFire/
Read the Blog at - http://www.bikerbilly.com/blog/
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The Caribbean Cruiser
Robert Poane of Maryland decided there needed to be a tribute bike to Blue Beard the Pirate. So
he boarded his ‘04 Kawasaki 1500 Vulcan and set sail for the art studio of Mark Brown. Together
they planned to shanghai the bodywork and transform it into a true pirates treasure befi�ng the
popular legend, Captain Bluebeard. Legend has it that his beard assumed the color of the open
sea simply from sailing the Caribbean for so very long, thus his nickname. This is a motorcycle tribute to the legend of the infamous Captain Blue Beard and his ship.
The very first thing that must be pointed out is that we could not dedicate enough pages to truly
do this bike’s paint serious justice. For that we apologize and offer our readers a few more pictures
added to this feature on our website.
Secondly, but just as important, please notice the underlying island theme that all the paint work
is based upon. For example, the waterfall on the tank, the tropical ﬂower, underlying everything,
there is the island’s natural type of tropical foliage growth... allowing the paint to ﬂow from one
piece on the bike to the next. Truly masterful. This is what really gives the look its depth. For example the water is blended into varying shades of blue, thus matching the varying depths of the
waters and adding yet another realistic level of detail! Truly a fantastic piece of art.
So, the pirate ship is on the gas tank. It has initials S and K on the front. These are the first letters
of Blue beards first two children. The left side of the tank has his ship more distant for a wider
view in order to place the palm tree on the island. This is important and we’ll get to that in a moment.
Now, on the side cover is his pirate treasure map. See the palm tree? Now you’re ge�ng it. The
depth of detail. Amazing. It’s all connected. It’s the same palm tree from the tank!
Of course “X marks the spot” where the treasure is. The map shows “X” 5 paces to the right of the
palm tree. So, standing there, take 5 short paces to your right from the palm tree and you arrive at
the back fender, which has the treasure on it! The initials B and N are on the treasure. They are for
he and his wife’s names. Now I’m not sure Bluebeard would have shared his booty with anyone.
But maybe he would have shared his booty with his booty. Ha. A little pirate humor. I know, very
little.
One last little thing...there is an “I” hidden on the Toucan. It is the first initial of Blue beards third
child. I couldn’t find it until the good Dr pointed it out. Can you find it?
Editor’s Note: By the way, the Caribbean Cruiser just happens to
be for sale. I was literally prooﬁng this article when Robert ﬁnally
made the decision to sell it. If you are interested, send your contact
information to us at:
mjmpublishing2017@gmail.com and we’ll forward it to him, free.
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MANY MORE TRAINING VIDEOS AND RESOURCES ON OUR
WEBSITE!
GO TO: GSMXS.COM NOW!
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- ALWAYS A HEADWIND Text & Photos by Robert H. Miller, www.backroadbob.com

Bald Eagle’s Best
Adventure Ride
The popularity of adventure bikes has never been higher and dual
sporting is my absolute favorite thing to do on a motorcycle. They
combine my love of on and off-pavement riding and I’ve had more
fun dual sporting than all my road riding and off-road racing combined. I strongly recommend it for anyone who wants to learn how
to control their motorcycle like a pro. It will improve your street
bike skills faster, better, and farther than a handful of riding schools
or track days - and once you purchase your adventure bike, the
learning is free!
My favorite place to ride is Pennsylvania’s State Forests. With its millions of acres and thousands of
miles of dirt roads, trails, and twisty mountainous pavement, it’s an adventure rider's paradise thanks
to Gifford Pinchot, America's first conservationist. He served as Pennsylvania's governor and negotiated the purchase of Pennsylvania's State Forests to preserved Pennsylvania's watersheds after they'd
been devastated by centuries of logging, mining, and erosion. Later, he worked with his friend, President Teddy Roosevelt, to establish National Parks and the Civilian Conservation Corps.
This ride took place in Bald Eagle State Forest (Pennsylvania's only state forest with a motorcycle and
ATV riding area thanks to the Pennsylvania Trail Rider's Association) and I’ve entitled it Bald Eagle’s
Best. It begins at Poe Paddy State Park where the trail starts right at the campground - no pavement
required. This site is buried deep into the crease formed by Penn's Creek at the bases of Poe and Paddy Mountains on one side of Penn's Creek and Long and Penn's Creek Mountains on the other side of
Penn's Creek. Although it's only twenty-five miles to one of the largest towns in Pennsylvania, State
College, you might think you're hundreds of miles from the nearest civilization.
The first morning of that year's first ride (April) began cool (50s) and clear at 9:00 a.m. as we rode
to the top of Penn’s View and enjoyed one of the most spectacular overlooks in all of Pennsylvania.
Then it was down to Coburn and PA 45 East to Woodward where we took Bear Run over to Penn’s
Creek Cherry Run. If you can catch a glimpse through the dense pine forest here you'll see the entire
north face of Penn's Creek Mountain covered in scree (chunks of rock broken off the mountain top
over past millenniums).
Then it was across Buffalo Flat along the base of Seven Notch Mountain, up and down Jones Mountain, and over to Sand Mountain Road before passing through Kelly's Crossroads before taking a
couple miles of pavement into West Milton and lunch - which we didn’t have until 2:00 p.m. because
someone’s GPS insisted food and fuel were available in a different direction when I knew both places had been closed for years. I don’t think the clowns that create GPS software ever step foot in the
places they tell you to go. The sad part is they get people to pay good money for bad information and they don’t care. Isn’t it much smarter to listen to someone who’s been there before taking the
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After lunch in West Milton, we backtracked on Spruce Run Rd
along the base of Naked Mountain, skirted Tiadaghton State Forest, and rode over to White Deer Creek with a stop at McCall Dam.
Then it was back to Coburn on Penn's Creek, Cave and Cemetery
Roads and up to the mountain top on Millheim Pike and back to
the campground on Pine Swamp Road after another stop at Penn's
View. We made it back to camp at 6:30 p.m. after 152 miles of forest roads.
On Sunday, Dick and Tom (DRZ400Ss) from Maryland joined us. We worked our way to the western
edge of Bald Eagle State Forest on Decker Valley and Crowfield
Roads, then up and over Thickhead and Tussey Mountains, circling
back on Bear Gap Road through Bear Meadows Natural Area and
through Cooper's Gap on our way to lunch at the Milroy Hotel.
After lunch, Jim (XR650) and Dick (DRZ400s) headed straight to
camp and home so they could be at work on Monday morning.
Bob (DR650) and I proceeded to find some excellent rocky, muddy, single track and some really bad roads off of Thick and Jackass
Mountains that were really good fun.
We were back at camp by 5:00 p.m. after 106 miles of Pennsylvania dual sport riding. Except for the
lack of challenging roads and trails in the morning, it had been an excellent day with the pre-lunch
hillclimb the highlight of the morning ride and the post-lunch single track the highlight of the afternoon. For a first-of-the-season weekend ride, 258 miles was a bit much.
The most alarming part of the ride was passing a young couple
late in the day on mountain bikes who were twenty miles from the
nearest anything, including their car which we passed earlier. The
wife became visibly nervous when I told them there was nothing
ahead of or behind them. Then I asked if they had lighting on their
bicycles (No) - she didn’t seem too happy at that one either. It was
one of those places without a cell phone signal just when you really
needed one (isn’t that always the case when you’re out riding the
forests?). I checked the newspapers and the TV the following week
and luckily found no reports of lost bicyclists. You can find a lot
more dual sport adventures complete with maps, roll charts, and GPS coordinates over at my website www.backroadbob.com. Happy trails!
EDITOR’S NOTE: Bob’s website; www.backroadbob.com has many excellent resources of
this type. When you plan your trip to this spectacular park, be sure to visit!
The state of PA also has a couple pages on this subject, Here are the web addresses.
Bald Eagle Maps: https://www.dcnr.pa.gov/StateForests/FindAForest/BaldEagle/Pages/Maps.aspx
Camping Information: https://www.dcnr.pa.gov/StateForests/FindAForest/BaldEagle/
Pages/Camping.aspx
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- CONTINUED the twenty seven that crossed the road sequentially after I’d picked up and stopped for the first one.
After the fifteenth one or so, I was laughing in my helmet pretty hard. Just remember that because
you may have missed the first one, the second one or couple of dozen might be closer than you think.
Then there’s the fact that even one deer that you see in plenty of time may still be completely
unpredictable. I was out for a ride in during a weekday lunchtime at Patapsco State Park, again,
going slowly and enjoying a beautiful afternoon. As the old Toaster putted along the one lane park
road, a younger doe started running silently beside me – moving parallel to the road. As we moved
toward a gentle curve up ahead, the treeline beside the road began to run closer to the pavement,
whereupon our little forest princess decided she’s rather run on the other side of my road – which she
accomplished by leaping smartly right over my head – like Superman – no windup, no warning and
in a single bound. I have a central nervous system built for deathsport – when things go pear-shaped
everything slows waaaaaaaay down. I remember leaning forward under the windscreen, turning my
head sideways life a bird, and calling the play by play as Bambi flew by within 8 or 10 inches of
my head – “Hoofies. White Furry Spots. Nipples. Hoofies.” And then she disappeared back into the
forest.
The noise you may be making as a motorcyclist has a lot to do to influence the behavior of an
individual animal or herd of deer, too. I always suspected that louder bikes produce panic in the
herd, but an experience I had recently proved it. My Slash 5, with its stock Zeppelin Exhausts, being
pretty quiet, tends not to scare or spook the animals into running. My R90S, with sport pipes, tends
to provide more upset. While riding a Zero Motorcycles DSR electric test bike, I was out near our
old home in Broad Run, when I rode up alongside about 18-20 deer who were munching stubble in
a farmer’s field. I slowed way down as a came up next to the herd – prepared to stop if any deer did
anything squirrelly. To my amazement, the Zero’s silence produced a response of utter calm in the
deer – making no noise at all, not one animal moved. I was no more than 15 feet from the edge of the
group, and each one looked right at me – “Wonder how that human can fly by without making any
sound?” – and then went right back to munching, completely unafraid. Don’t try that with your dragpiped Sportster.
So stay focused. Scan both edges of the road. Slow the heck down, and choose your lane position
as close to the center of the road or highway as is safely possible. Wear serious gear with serious
armor and choose a helmet that will really protect you. If you are on a closing course with an hooved
menace stay straight up and down, don’t swerve (they’re unpredictable and quicker than you are), and
concentrate on using your brakes to shed as much speed as you possibly can.
And knowing what you now know, it may still all come down to luck. A little luck never, ever hurts.
Greg Shamieh is a lifelong motorcycle enthusiast, writer and historian who lives in the Two wheeled Haven of
Maryland’s Middletown Valley. He rides for daily transportation, sport, travel, meditation, inspiration and illumination.
His works appears on the web at rollingphysicsproblem.wordpress.com and Greg welcomes your comments here as
PICTURE FROM INTERNET SOURCE
well.
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THE MOTORCYCLE LAW GROUP
Motorcycle Fatalities Declined Nationwide in 2017
October 8, 2018
On Wednesday, October 3rd, the National Highway Traﬃc Safety Administration (NHTSA)
released its preliminary report on 2017 traﬃc fatalities. After two consecutive years of rising
fatalities, 2017 saw a 1.1% decrease nationwide in overall traﬃc fatalities. Motorcycle
fatalities, which also increased in both 2015 and 2016, saw a 3.1% decrease in 2017. That
is certainly welcomed news.
It is important to point out that the report represents the preliminary data. We will be able
to better identify trends and causative factors in the next couple of months after NHTSA
releases its full report on traﬃc fatalities, as well as its annual report that specifically
analyzes motorcycle crashes and fatalities. However, what we are once again seeing in
this year’s preliminary report is that motorcycle fatalities continue to trend up or down with
overall traﬃc fatalities. In 2017 motorcycle fatalities represented 14% of all traﬃc fatalities.
That is where we have been for the past ten years regardless of increases or decreases in
the number of traﬃc fatalities, changes in
the number of registered motorcycles and
other motor vehicles, or fluctuations in vehicle
miles traveled.
When the additional reports are released in
the upcoming months, we will report on their
findings and compare those findings with past
reports to identify crash and fatality trends,
as well as causative factors contributing
to both motorcycle crashes and fatalities.
As always, if you have any questions or
comments concerning this information or
any other matter regarding either motorcycle
safety or laws affecting riders, please feel
free to contact me.
Matt Danielson
McGrath, Danielson, Sorrell & Fuller
The Motorcycle Law Group
1-800-321-8968
Motorcyclelawgroup.com
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THE WRITE GRIP
Tis The Season To Be Soggy!
By Stevie Lynne
Imagine you’re at one of your favorite biker bars and a man yells, “Uh-oh!
Look what’s coming!”
What do you think you’re going to see when you look up? Maybe it’s this
guy’s buddy, finally making an appearance at the ol’ watering hole? Do you
expect to see everyone’s dream bike pulling into the parking lot? Or could he
be pointing out that there’s a beautiful woman walking through the front door?
In the situation I found myself in, everyone turned to see someone staring out the window…at a nasty
looking, black and gray line of clouds heading our way. Resembling a dropped bag of marbles, we
scattered to our bikes and rolled out in all directions before the storm hit. I don’t think police sirens
can even break up a party that fast!
I also don’t think I’ve seen a year we’ve received as much rain as this one! As I begin to write this,
it looks like a trip to Colonial Beach, VA for Bikefest 2018 could be partially soggy. It makes me
wonder if there will be ANY dry days for riding and watching the leaves fall, or more filled with rain
and a transition right on into snowfall. As winter and the holiday season draw closer, I can say some of
the best Christmas presents I’ve ever been given involve riding with protection against the elements.
One year, my dad gave me a rain suit. With a worried look on his face, he asked me if it was too big
and if I thought it would come in handy. I told him I hoped not, but it was really going to be nice to
have it just in case! Naturally it has been put to good use quite often. The larger size actually works
well for layering if it’s cold. Plus, we know it’s possible for gear and leather to mysteriously “shrink”,
especially after all those holiday feasts!
Whether you’re looking to give or receive, another great gift item that will elevate comfort and extend
the riding season into cold weather is any type of heated gear. In the past, I had tried different tips and
tricks I’d heard about in an attempt to keep warm. Then, my brother gave me a pair of heated gloves,
and with a gift certificate from my mom I picked up a jacket liner to go with them. Simply connect
it to the battery of the bike and it feels like riding with an electric blanket wrapped around you. This
turned out to be the best solution for me, and really works to keep the ride pleasant enough to stay on
the road when the temperatures drop lower. Particularly when that change is quicker and more sudden
than expected, like during the aforementioned 5th Annual Bikefest at Colonial Beach.
The lingering effects of Hurricane/Storm Michael led a small group of us to delay the ride down by a
day, not being fans of torrential downpours even with rain suits. With another look at the forecasted
highs and lows and the chill of the heavy wind gusts that wouldn’t diminish for two days, I unpacked
some of my lightweight clothes to make room for sweats and dug the heated gear out of the closet for
the trek to the festival. Once there we made up for lost time, taking in all we could up and down the
beach. Much like, as my friend Sharon described, a bunch of kids running amok at an amusement park
desperate not to miss anything.
There were vendors and events to check out, foods to sample, and a steady stream of free live music
all along this scenic stretch of the Potomac River. - continued on page 42 WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM

- LETTER FROM THE EDITOR -

- EXCITING TIMES AHEAD As we are rushing forward
through our own personal
time lines we seldom take a
moment to observe them as
such.
Sure we look back on
years, months, weeks, days
and even hours and minutes
sometimes. Yet I have never
met anyone that actually has
a viewpoint being that of a
time line of their life.
Therefore I challenge you
right here, right now to get
a blank sheet of paper and
begin your own.
First of course, add your
title. Something like “Bob’s
Life Time Line” will do. Unless
your name isn’t Bob. 		
Next, add a horizontal line
about an inch below that, and
to the left most end of it write
your complete birthday.
Now take a moment and
moving along and to the
right in equal increments of
about an inch add vertical
dividers that represent 5 year
increments. At first these
can be only an inch apart
because you won’t have

much that you remember
from that early in your life.
Most likely it was just you
making funny noises, going
to the bathroom on yourself
and being fed and cleaned
and adorable. Kind of a lot
like how we all hope to end
up too!
So, you get the idea. As
your time line moves forward
through the years you’ll add
more spaces representing
more years, perhaps even
indiviual spaces for each
week or days in a certain
period because maybe you
got your license, a job, a
motorcycle, a date and a
kiss all in that one glorious
summer - or not. Maybe your
time line will be mostly empty
in which case I recommend
not doing this and doing a
2500 piece puzzle instead.
Which I sometimes enjoy
myself, but they wont go on
the timeline. Highlights only.
The stuff that springs to mind.
Like your first trip to The
Dragon’s Tail, or the one
where you almost crashed

off the top of that mountain in
West - By - God - Virgina. Or
the one where you thought
you were lost in upper north
east Maryland, but came
around a tight blind turn and
there was that Civil War
Memorial you were looking
for.
Now, fold it up, take it with
you everywhere. When a
memory bubbles up, record it.
Don’t worry about scratching
through and moving items
and how neat it is. Just do it.
Eventually you can make a
good copy on your computer
at work.
Now make another one.
Start this one on today’s date
and peer into your future.
Add the rides, places, events,
shows and other recreational
things you want to do.
A bucket list is too random,
Time sweeping by is not,
it’s orderly and rigid and
uncaring. You need to add
things to your time line.
Things that will pop right out
of your memory. Motorcycling
things. Do them.
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RACING THE 500 G.P.’s

GARY SEMICS TELLS HIS STORY: PART FIVE
BARKARBY, SWEDEN
After my 6-10 moto finishes for 6th overall in Norg, Holland, it put me in 10th place
overall in the points standings, and my confidence was getting stronger. My viral/bacterial combo infection was still there. It took me pretty much all the next week to fully
recover from the total exhaustion I experienced from Holland’s sand race. If I remember correctly I
didn’t practice or train that week. During these times while sick I would do some very light callisthenic
exercises and stretching in order to circulate my lymphatic system. This would help my immune system
win the war going on inside my body.
After the race in Norg, Holland, Jeff (my mechanic) drove us back to his house in Genk, Belgium,
where he got things ready so we could leave for the next race in Sweden. This track is still there today.
It’s called Barkarby, and is located just 15 minutes drive north of Stockholm. We left on Thursday following Graham and his wife Pam in their Mercedes pulling a travel trailer, and Francois in his Honda
race truck. The truck was also a Mercedes, kind of like a van but three times as big and wrapped in
Factory Honda’s race logos and colors. We were still driving the white Dodge Van with one yellow and
blue sticker on each side that read Honda Racing. We didn’t mind, as it was getting us to the races.
That day we drove to northern Denmark so we could catch the ferry to Sweden the next morning. We
parked at the entrance to the ferry and slept in our trucks. This parking place was right next to a highspeed railroad track. The tracks were set deep with five-foot walls on each side, kind of like a subway
stop. Early in the morning our alarm was the high-speed train. It was so fast that I could feel the entire
van vibrating. I got up right away to drain my radiator and the train was still going by very fast. By the
time it passed Graham, Francois, and Jeff were up and standing outside of their trucks. So for a joke I
went out and stood on the tracks with my hand up in front of me, like a Nazis stop command. I yelled
to the guys, “When the next one comes by I’m going to make it stop.” I guess you had to be there, but
it was pretty funny and gave us all a good laugh. Soon the ferry was loaded and we were on our way to
Sweden.
I don’t remember how long the ferry ride was or even how long it was from the ferry to the track, but I
do remember a lot of things once we arrived at the track. By the time Graham and I walked the track it
was late Friday afternoon and the mechanics had our pits set up. Soon it was time for sleeping again.
It was still too cold for Jeff and I to sleep in the tent. François and Jeff slept in Francois’ truck, which
had two small bunks. Graham and Pam would sleep in their trailer. I would sleep in the van which had
a divider wall with a bench seat for storage and sleeping. Before turning in for the night we were all
hanging out talking and I mentioned that I hoped I would sleep better tonight. Francois said, “I have
something that will make you sleep.” By this time I came to know Francois well. Later he gave me a
small white pill but it wasn’t a whole pill. It was a little sliver of a pill, about a quarter of a small pill. I
don’t know what it was but I slept like a log and didn’t know anything until the next morning. I got up
and felt very rested and calm. This was good for me, because I had a tendency to be too anxious.
As always on Saturday there were two one-hour practice sessions, then two groups of 45-minute timed
WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM

RACING THE 500 GP’s - continued
qualifying sessions. All but the top ten from the previous year had to qualify. It seems the rule should
have been after the first race of the series the top ten from the previous race would not have to qualify.
But I remember I always had to qualify so they must have allowed just the top ten from the previous
year to be automatically qualified. I didn’t mind. I could easily qualify and I looked at it as giving me
more track time. That day I qualified second fastest in the first group. I don’t remember the name of
the rider who qualified just ahead of me, but I do remember he was on a Yamaha and his sister would
marry DeCoster some years later.
With so much practice time on Saturday, no one in their right mind was going to stay out there for
anywhere near the entire time. These long practices were more for giving the riders and mechanics
time to make adjustments to the bike in order to have a better bike setup for each track in the series.
With so many different type tracks in the 12-race GP Series, that was a big thing, always trying different chassis and suspension settings. Many times as Jeff would be changing things on the bike I would
go out and watch some of practice. This particular time Graham and I were watching the second set
of qualifying practice. We were noticing Neal Hudson (former 250 World Champ) who looked like he
was just riding around rather slow. Graham and Neal were both from the UK and most likely had some
heated competitions from the past. It seemed Graham didn’t care for Mr. Hudson. Graham used to call
him Neal Nob Hudson. I have to admit it did sound pretty funny in Graham’s English accent. Just as
Neal went by, Graham laughed and said look at Neal Nob Huston, he better get going or he’s not even
going to qualify. Right after that the announcer said Neal’s lap time and it was the fastest of that qualifying group. We looked at each other in disbelief. But it was true. That’s when I realized a gear taller and
supper smooth, making it look easy, was a good way to ride.
Back to the first practice of the morning. This was a rather hilly track with good dirt, one nice long
tabletop, and two double jumps. These were the first doubles I had seen in Europe and they were pretty big and far apart. The way they were built and considering the bikes we were racing, if you were to
come up the least bit short it was very likely you would endo. I was somewhat familiar with doubles
from racing SX in the states, so it didn’t take me long to jump them. Most of the riders didn’t jump
them, even many of the top ten from last year’s series. I was liking that as it would give me an advantage. After the first practice was over some of last year’s top ten riders went to the promoter and wanted
him to take the doubles out. The riders didn’t want these doubles to become popular in the GPs as it
would add more danger for the racers and their careers. I think they were smart and I admire them for
sticking together to make that happen. By the second practice the doubles were gone.
The first big doubles that I can remember appearing in the states were two sets in a row at the Houston Astrodome SX back in 1978. Now right before my eyes they were trying to sprout in the GPs. To
understand the situation with doubles at the time you have to realize this relatively new obstacle was
still in the experimental stages, even in the states. No one really new how to build a good take-off and
landing for doubles. A landing jump...what’s that? Each jump was pretty much like a takeoff jump. Like
I said earlier if you came up short you were going over the bars.
To my knowledge, in the states the riders never got together and went to the promoter in order to have
doubles or triples, for that matter, fixed or taken out. - Continued on page 40 35

GEOF UYEHARA
ELECTRIC POLO
Riding to the polo match. The crazy whine of Harley, Honda and Zero
electric cycles can be a vibrant change from the snarl of an old crusty
motorcycle. Thumpity thumpity of an old school triumph chopper or an un
muffled Honda seven fifty four with a chorus of Harley knuckle head, potato potato backing it
up can really spook polo team horses.  
The game of being there is for everybody and can make for great times. Arriving at the polo
match on a custom brand new Harley livewire electric cycle in style or setting style on your
bike someplace else is a big deal. Getting together with buddies at events and riding is
what we all live for. Future experiences will be the same, but the idea of change is intriguing
and is leading to developments unimagined twenty years ago. For example:: self driving
motorcycles, low flying pizza drones, driverless cars and trucks, levitated trains-Baltimore
Washington in half an hour or less-, and vacuum tube transportation. The reality of Beam me
up Scotty will come later. I saw a video of a driverless BMW motorcycle recently and I was
impressed by the possibilities. Not sure how it would react to wet leaves in a blind corner
though.
The electric motorcycle and accompanying wild ideas will open new avenues of discovery for
the cycle world. Each new invention will add to the wealth of accessories designed to make
our lives safer and will make it more fun and reduce the threat possibilities of instant death.
Yes that possibility should be reduced and perhaps encourage more people to ride. A host of
new companies have emerged too, creating electric mini bikes and off road cycles for kids
who will never know about gas fired reciprocating engines.  The education of the young has
started and is in full blast and they will not look back.  Electric bicycles some being almost
motorcycles whip along on challenging courses that present obstacles to some gas fired
cycles.  
Ok so, rev your bike and let everyone know where you are. Whine wine. Will the bad boy
Scene disappear (what would Marlin Brando say)? Everyone will meet nice people on their
motorcycles now, as if we haven’t all along. Next::Will the biker wave work with electricity.?
Will it survive? Yes, The Wave will survive. Even with a self balancing, directional correcting,
flashy and yet quiet electric motorcycle the wave will continue. Whoosh, as a silent
projectile at seventy rushes by in the opposite direction:::::maybe a zero sr or a lightening LS
(::Lightning Motorcycle has designed and produced a Sportbike sure to change the minds
of anyone doubting electric motorcycle performance. The LS-218 is the fastest production
motorcycle in the world – gas or electric. Retail price starts at $38,888 USD. 218 mph. (From
the Lightening website.), maybe or even a Harley livewire , the familiar wave will be there.
--both my hands will be in wave.    Price, weight and range will have to be worked out for
future electric bike sales.  
The senses: sight, sound, feel, smell, all these experiences have been treated to many
motorcycle developments and will continue to be introduced to new ways of being stimulated.
The chorus of the machine has provided many with solace and comfort of community. Each
staccato staccato bringing a reverb for the ages. Golden silence. The call of a hawk. The
rustle of leaves the whistle of a train, the roar of the airport plane from Easy Rider.   The
freedom of the open road and adventure is still out there waiting for the perfect day and
experience.    
The throttle blip will disappear. Compression braking, gear shifting, diamond plate sound,
WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM

ELECTRIC POLO - continued
the idea of - if you can’t make it fast, make it loud, All these realities will be historic Electric
dreams. ?And of course : How to make a whizzer electric ? All the sounds and vibrations of
traditional motorcycling will change. Dealing with the loss of loud pipes will be fun. Greater
Responsibility and vigilance for the safety of loud pipes group and everybody else too until all
of the best safety features are on every bike, car and vehicle.
Crash avoidance equipment is available now too (1). Some bikes are delivered with an air
bag, and abs has been on cycles now for years (2). Cars are being crammed packed full of
warning and active programming to protect us and them. With each new gadget the ride
is left less and less to chance leaving the riding experience to you, but not without a bit of
maybe to keep your eye pealed for a loose running moose or a tsunami and or a volcano.
Quiet repose in travel, today to some an Annoyance factor and tomorrow a reality. Dealing
with the cultural change will be a challenge. Group riding and The Tough Guy image on
electric bikes are just some of the questions to be worked out. Population buying trends
are beginning to show changes are in order. The riding experience will remain. The wave will
continue and individualization customization will have new avenues to explore.
(1) Crash avoidance terms: definitions:: Abs. Heads up. AEB automatic emergency braking.
Dynamic Brake Support and Crash Imminent Braking. Pedestrian Automatic Emergency
Braking. Back up cameras. Forward collision. Lane assist. Blind spot detection and
Notification and more….
(2) Cycle safety terms:
Anti lock brakes/linked braking, Stability control features (Segway like) Linked stability
features.
Traction control, ABS, Mobility stability control. Automatic diagnostic software. Engine
control features to adjust timing and other features, depending on the situation and the
weather. Hydraulic power transmission to the front and rear wheels. (Two wheel drive).
Electric races::: Isle of Man tt. Separate division zero group. Grand Prix electric. First year
2019.
Websites and reviews of the future of electric motorcycles abound on the internet if you want
to look into change, and the future trends for motorcycling.
Geof
...
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Two Tire Tirade
The Deep Dark Mystical GreenThe Lost Wonders of Our National Forests
ROBERT HUNT

I have put on 1,500 miles on my new dual sport motorcycle over the last two months and a majority of the
time has been spent on back country dirt roads and National Forest maintained pathways. As some of
you may know, I am an off road motorcycle novice and my first ride in the dirt ended up with a bruised rib,
shattered ego, and a new found love of riding off road. My first fall on my motorcycle did not persuade me
to give up my yearning to ride in the dirt but propelled me forward to discover new
places off the beaten path. My investigation and quest lead me to discover the pure
tranquility and bliss that our National Forests can provide. With approximately 180
million acres of National Forest available for our use, most of us live within a short
drive of available open space to find a two wheeled adventure. Given my total lack
of experience and skill level in off road motorcycling, I have kept my adventures to
modest hard packed dirt roads and trails but definitely have pushed the limits to find a
few steep rocky inclines and narrow switch backs that have caused me some extreme
loss of breath moments. Beyond the adrenaline rush of traversing rocky cliff laden terrain, what fascinates
me most about riding through the back country are the many “unknowns” that lurk and reside in the forest.
It’s hard to explain but once you’re off pavement, the world becomes less controlled and organized; the
lack of civilization forces your mind to be more cognizant of the realities of the environment. The lack of
infrastructure and technology that encompasses these rustic settings have the ability to clear and re-boot the
brain. With each new rock and obstacle of the trail you encounter, your mind clears away all non-essential
clutter and hyper focuses on the environment to better focus on keeping the rider safe. The off road
experience truly awakens the senses and the soul.
You never know what you are going to run into while riding in the back country. Thus far in my limited
experience, I have witnessed a few strange oddities in the forest. The first story I will share occurred
outside of Fairplay, Colorado. I started riding before sunrise down a Forest Service dirt road
where I ran across a car just hanging over the side of a very steep drop off on the side of the
road. The site reminded me of an opening scene of a low budget horror movie. The whole
experience made me second guess my pre-dawn adventure and I decided to gracefully retreat
back to the main road to wait for sunrise to continue my journey (photo attached). On another
occasion, I happened to ride past what appeared to be a roaming hippie commune set up in
the middle of the forest. Their camp consisted of about 15 tents, I heard Jerry Garcia singing
with the Grateful Dead in the back ground. People were dancing in the middle of day around their make shift
camp sites. The scene appeared to be straight out of Woodstock but located in the middle of the forest 10
miles from the closest paved road. Being lost and a bit disoriented, I stopped and asked for directions. They
gave me a perfect route to the main trail which lead to civilization. On my way out of the forest that day I
past a burnt up camper in the middle of the woods just sitting on concrete blocks. It was a very strange site
and made me wonder if those hippies were as friendly as they appeared. One last site which still baffles
me is seeing a 30 foot RV parked at the bottom of a hill on a 4 wheel drive trail. I have no idea how this RV
got to its location given the terrain. The trail was not only steep but severely rutted and rocky. I had a bit of
trouble getting up the incline on my motorcycle and could not possibly imagine someone driving a 30 foot RV
down the trail. The RV looked like it had been there for a while and I am not sure the current occupants had
WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM
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any plans of moving it. It’s not just the two legged individuals that you may run into in the forest, there are
plenty of four legged friends that will appear from time to time. In two days near Winter Park, Colorado, I saw
4 moose while traveling on National Forest trails. Moose are completely massive and pack a punch when
provoked. Moose can weigh up to 1800 pounds and can sprint up to 35 miles per hour. When I saw the
moose, I kept my distance, they are not as peaceful as they appear. On a back country dirt road in Rocky
Mountain National Park, I almost ran into a massive bull elk on an early morning ride. We just sat there and
stared at each for what seemed to be an eternity. Finally the elk got bored with the situation and turned
around to walk away in the opposite direction. I love reflecting upon the animals I have observed in the back
country but often wonder about the animals that have watched me ride through their domain that I never did
see. Those are the beasts that you have to worry about.
With only two months of experience in adventure off road riding, I feel inept in giving advice on the topic. I do
feel confident in saying this; if you decide to travel off road be prepared for anything. I now travel with plenty
of water, one liter of additional fuel, a bivouac shelter, energy bars, an emergency blanket and a hatchet just
in case I find myself stuck in the woods. My next goal is to learn how to fix a flat tire on my own if stuck in
the wilderness with a flat. This is a must have skill that I need to acquire for back country excursions on two
wheels. There is so much left to learn about riding off road but with every new ride, I feel I gain tidbits of
knowledge that I add to my back pack of experiences.
I would never suggest to sell your current motorcycle and buy another style bike. Motorcycling is about our
love of two wheels and we each have different styles of riding that we love most about our mutual passion.
With that said, don’t ever be afraid to stretch your comfort zone and try new things. My suggestion is to take
a test ride on a different brand and or style of motorcycle. Try to appreciate all aspects of our motorcycle
culture. A friend asked me just a few days ago if I regret giving up my 1300 CC cruiser for my little 410
CC Royal Enfield duel sport motorcycle. In life we all must make choices and normally we cannot have
everything we want. In a perfect world, I would love to have a different style motorcycle for every diverse
occasion but that is not feasible in my reality. I feel fortunate that I am able to have one motorcycle let alone
many. I am forty five years old and still motivated to learn, healthy enough to take risks and youthful enough
to yearn for the unknown and I am grateful for all the above. My answer to his question was that I regret
nothing. It’s all about the journey and this is just an evolution within my own motorcycling story.

EDITORS NOTE: Rob Hunt has been riding since 2001 when he bought his first Yamaha for $800. He has been addicted
to riding ever since. Rob currently rides a 2018 Royal Enfield Himalayan but has never met a bike he didn’t like.
Rob is married and has two teenaged sons and works as Unit Manager in the corporate sector. He received his B.A.
in History from Buffalo State College and loves to combine his interest in history with his passion of riding and writing about the experiences. After college Rob volunteered for two years with AmeriCorps National Civilian Community
Corps. After a tour in Iraq with the United States Army, Rob started writing and began scribing his own blog which
primarily focused on the joy of Riding Motorcycles. Rob has been to every state in the continental United States and his
current goal is to ride to Alaska in the next two years then go to and ride Hawaii on a motorcycle rental.
You can read Rob’s blog at: twotiretirade.wordpress.com Ed.
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RACING THE 500 GP’s - continued
And believe me when obstacle-clearing type jumps started to appear, they were plenty dangerous. I
remember one particular set of doubles at the Los Angeles Coliseum SX in 1980. There were a set of
two doubles in a row on a fast straightaway. In order to clear them you had to be pinned in fourth gear
on a 250, probably on a 250 works bike. The first one wasn’t too bad, but the second was. The landing
was peaked just like the takeoff jump. I was hesitant to try it but some of the other riders were doing
it. When I finally tried it in the main event my rear wheel clipped the top of the peaked landing and I
almost endoed big time. It felt like Mr. Toad’s wild ride with myfeet off the pegs, and that was the last
time I tried it. In the states, whatever the promoters put out there, there would be one or two riders
who would start jumping it. Then it would become a contest in itself for the other riders to jump it.
In Europe, most of the riders, especially the top riders, were a little older and more experienced. They
weren’t going to allow dangerous jumps to be added to the tracks they raced on. The same type of rider
camaraderie was present in road racing as the riders stuck together and protested dangers on their race
tracks. Not so with the young guns of SX and motocross in the states. It was do or die, every man for
themselves. Maybe some day, but U.S. motocross riders sticking together and having a unified voice is
still not present even today in 2015.
After Saturday’s practices were finished it was time to get things organized and put away for tomorrow and figure out what we were going to do for dinner. Most times we cooked something at the track.
Restaurants were not popular like in the states. It was too much trouble to take the van from its parking
place in the pits and find a good restaurant out in the middle of nowhere. Like with most riders, once
you parked on Friday you were there until Sunday night after the races. After dinner we passed the
time and soon it was time for bed. I didn’t think I would have any trouble sleeping that night so I stayed
away from Francois’ sleeping aid, whatever it was.
The next morning was another nice, rather warm, sunny day. This track wasn’t really hard-packed, and
it wasn’t soft, either. It would be good for my production bike’s power and I was feeling the best I had
all year. The start was a long straightaway into a right/left chicane, then continued counter-clockwise
around the fast, hilly track. It was a little on the wet side during the morning practices but with a day
of sunshine ahead, things were looking good. The memory of water trucks escapes me but there must
have been some way of watering these GP tracks. I don’t remember dust ever being an issue.
Earlier I talked about two double jumps that were later taken out. There was another possible big gap
jump on the back of the track. It was a natural valley-like area. There was a fast straightaway (fourth
gear) into a sudden steep downhill about 30 feet deep. Then it leveled out for about 120 feet to a steep
uphill about 30 feet high on the other side of this valley. There was even a small jump just before the
downhill into this valley. It was begging for someone to jump it. There was an angle involved, so you
would have to jump a little to the left, also. I kept thinking about it in practice but never tried it and no
one else did either. If you came up short you wouldn’t be racing that weekend, maybe not racing for a
long, long time. Even if you did clear it and land just right it would be a hard flat landing, especially on
those old bikes. The way all the riders were doing this section was to go speeding down the straightaway, brake hard, hit the small jump and land on the 30 foot downhill. It would be way faster to just
nut up and clear it. I didn’t chance it in practice but thought if I needed to for a top finish in a moto
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RACING THE 500 GP’s - continued
maybe I would pull the trigger and go for it.
Through François and Graham I was getting to know the Honda team members pretty well. There were
the Honda Team manager and a suspension technician (mechanic), François, Graham, and Andre Malherbe. Then there was Andre’s Finnish mechanic, whose face, character, and large frame of 6’4 and well
over 220 lbs, I remember well. but his name I don’t. I do remember the name of his attractive, blond,
Finnish girlfriend (Tina). Tina’s job at the track was to take lap times for the team riders (Graham and
Andre). I wasn’t really on the team but she took my times as well. Tina was always easy to find during
practices so we could stop and check our times with her. She was really good at it and always had them
neatly written in a notebook. My times were good in the one hour free practice. Next would be the
mandatory five-lap timed practice for starting positions. I don’t remember my times and starting position but they were good and inside the top 10.
The GP races have a long history in Europe. They were considered a top sport in regards to the general
public and especially race fans. For example, many of the spectators were upper-class business people,
and it wasn’t uncommon to see some spectators dressed in suits. As the time was approaching for the
start of the first moto there was an energy in the air of excitement and anticipation. We were the only
show in town, so to speak. There were no other classes, no other races to be held that day. Just the 40
riders out of the 90 entries who had qualified to race the two 40 minute plus 2 lap motos. The tracks
were always rough with a lot of natural bumps, braking bumps, and acceleration bumps, made from
the 90 riders through all the practices and qualifiers. And the tracks weren’t groomed like they are
today. Sure the start area would be groomed, but the rest of the track would usually be left as it was. The
bumps at the beginning of practice were still there from previous races. If enough time had elapsed,
grass would be growing on the track. This was a good thing as the grass would quickly get mulched
into the soil within the first several laps. This Barkarby was no different. It was rough and it was fast.
We were called to staging for the first moto. Soon we were lined up. The 30 second board was up, sideways and the gate dropped. After the long start straight and chicane I found myself in the top five with
a good start. I think it was Hakan Carlqvist in the lead. Through the 40 plus 2 lap moto I rode smooth
and consistent with a solid finish.
We had about an hour to an hour-and-a-half between motos, then it was the same process for the 2nd
moto. If memory serves me correctly, the 2nd moto starting positions were still given by timed practice, not what you placed in the 1st moto. Either way I would get a good starting position for the second moto. The second moto went pretty much like the first. Good start and another good finish. I don’t
remember what I placed in the motos but I do remember that I placed fifth overall for the day. I wish I
had more details to tell you about the motos but there’s nothing coming up in the old memory banks.
Now people and especially Honda knew last week’s sixth overall on the sand track in Norg Holland was
no fluke. Now I was on the radar.
Oh, and about that potential big valley jump on the back of the track? Well, I’m sitting here today writing this blog to tell you that the need to jump it didn’t present itself. - Continued on page 42 41

RACING THE 500 GP’s - continued
Not I or anyone jumped it, at least not that weekend. You thought I was going to have a heroic story
about how I jumped it, didn’t you? No, I was just letting you know what goes through a racer’s mind
sometimes. We are constantly observing lines and obstacles, always looking for faster ways around the
track. Then there is the risk and reward factors. In this case my brain figured the risk outweighed the
reward. It wouldn’t have made any difference in my results so there was no point in taking the risk.
Sure, it would have been cool, and I would have received a lot of attention for it, but the risk verses reward surely wasn’t worth taking. Sorry, I can’t find any photos from this race.
By the time we were all packed up and ready to leave the purse money was ready to be paid out. After
I received my purse money we were quickly back on the road in order to catch another ferry across the
Baltic Sea to the next round in Finland. Sorry, couldn’t remember or find the name of the track. Does
anyone know? I think it starts with an H.
Next month I’ll continue my GP stories from Finland...Gary,

The Write Grip - Continued Area favorites like Blues Rebellion and Grindin’ Gears could be found at High Tides Black Pearl Tiki
Bar and Dockside Restaurant, while The Artimus Pyle Band and Buckcherry took to the main stage
at Town Hill during the weekend. The final day the breezes slowed, and I headed home with only
occasional drizzle to deal with and a smile still on my face.
The best part of this rally was sharing the fun with good people and making memories to look back
and laugh on. May Thanksgiving and Christmas be blessed with more of the same for everyone.
- Stevie Lynne
Stevie rides a Heritage Softail, is an ABATE member, and resides in the Capital Region of Maryland.
Originally from Virginia, and after living in Pennsylvania for a time, she loves exploring the roads of
the Mid-Atlantic and beyond on the Heritage. Stevie was an on-air radio personality for over twenty-ﬁve years, and is happy to be sharing tales as a part of the Motorcycle Times family.
Stevie Lynne receives comments at thewritegrip2017@gmail.com if you enjoyed her column please
send her an email.
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A community of hope and support starts with your vehicle.
Kidney disease affects thousands of families every day.
It’s a constant fight for normalcy and requires a strong
support-system. Your vehicle has the power to provide
longevity for someone in need and further the National
Kidney Foundation's efforts to be a source of guidance and
comfort – a community of hope – for all kidney patients.
This holiday season, donate your vehicle or make
a general contribution to change a life!
kidney.org/support/kidneycars
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BACKFIRE

Snippets of motorcycling lore
State of the art Suzuki motorcycles come and go. But what about a
wheelchair? State of the art? You bet! This is no ordinarily powered
wheelchair. This one is not merely electric (old hat science by now), it is a fuel
cell electric of the highest order. Not only does it make 25 miles on a single
charge of cartridge fed methanol, but can be reloaded with another cartridge
on the run as easily as reloading a clip into your sidearm. It is called the Suzuki
Mio. Suzuki showed several different models at the 2009 Tokyo Motor Show.
They are reportedly still in production. When introduced in prototype form in
2006, it caused a mild sensation; touted as the soon to come across the board
replacement of wheelchairs with lead acid batteries. The batteries are still
there, but are now high capacity lithium-ion.
The Mio is reportedly more comfortable than the reputedly best Harley police
seat and has motorcycle-like controls. In fact, the resemblance prompted
one Lester Brolens to register his Mio as a Suzuki motorcycle and attach the
appropriate license plate. We know this because he was stopped for driving
too slowly on a state highway, whereupon he produced the registration card
and his motorcycle driver’s license to the understandably bemused policeman
who, after due consideration, let him go with instructions to stay off the
highways. (Al Karasa)
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TOP EVENTS BROUGHT TO YOU BY

KARMA CYCLES
To verify or check for changes please go to www.rollingthunder.com then click on 2019 Run Info

ROLLING THUNDER RIDE FOR
FREEDOM XXXII
May 24, 2019 - May 27, 2019
Washington D.C, 22046
Rolling Thunder runs have
been rumbling across America since 1987, riding in from
all corners of the nation and
meeting in Washington DC
to demonstrate for American POWs and MIAs. Tens of
thousands of our troops going
back to WWI remain unaccounted for, including many
still thought to be alive. Some
900,000 motorcyclists, veterans and non-vets alike, are
expected to converge at the
North Pentagon parking lot at
8 a.m. May 28 for the official
Ride for Freedom. The 30th
Anniversary single-day ride will
attract an estimated 900,000
motorcyclists, who will motor
through DC to the Vietnam
Veterans Memorial, paying
respect to fallen heroes and
protesting for veteran rights
and greater efforts to account
for POWs and MIAs. “Make no
mistake, this is not a parade, it
is a protest,” said a spokesman
for the advocacy group, Rolling Thunder, Inc. Check with
your local EagleRider for group
rides to the wall.
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Rolling Thunder XXXII
Schedule of Events
Friday, May 24th
5 PM - Washington National
Cathedral - 'Blessing of the
Bikes'
9 PM - Candle Light Vigil at the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial
Saturday, May 25th
9 AM- 9 PM Thunder Alley The
official vendor site for Rolling Thunder XXXII is on 22nd
Street and Constitution Avenue Northwest. Official Rolling
Thunder patches, pins and
T-shirts are on sale in Thunder
Alley, along with food and biker related goods.
Sunday, May 26th
6 AM - Reveille - Vietnam
Veterans Memorial - Wake-up
call for all riders taking part in
the Rolling Thunder XXXII First
Amendment Demonstration
Run. Bikers rally in the North
and South Pentagon parking
lots at 7 AM for a noon departure.
9 AM - Thunder Alley Opens:
Location: 22nd and Constitution Ave NW
12 PM - Rolling Thunder XXXII
First Amendment Demonstration Run. Bikes leave the North
Pentagon parking lot to begin
their run through the Mall
area. After the run, police will
direct riders to West Potomac

- continued Park, where they will pay tribute to their fallen brothers and
sisters.
1:30 PM - Rolling Thunder
Speakers Program (Lincoln
Memorial)
3 PM - Musical tribute to Veterans - TBA
8 PM - Memorial Day Concert at the Capitol.
Monday, May 27th
Memorial Day
9 AM - 5 PM - Thunder Alley is
Open at 22nd and Constitution
Ave
9 AM - WWII Memorial Wreath
Laying Ceremony
11 AM - Wreath Laying Ceremony - Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier, Arlington National
Cemetery.
1 PM - Vietnam Veterans
Wreath laying ceremony
2 PM - Annual Memorial Day
Observance at Vietnam Veterans Memorial - Honoring the
fallen service men and women
of the Vietnam War.
2 PM - National Memorial Day
Parade - Marching bands and
veterans' units from all 50
states. Begins at the corner of
Constitution Avenue and Seventh Street Northwest.
3 PM - National Moment of
Remembrance
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